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A dynamic, strong and ambitious Group

Orange1 Holding is an international renown Group, one of the most 
important European manufacturers of single-phase and three-phase 
asynchronous electric motors. It has an annual capacity of more than 
1 million motors and 5 million electric stators. The group, established in 
1971 by Leone Donazzan, chaired today by his son Armando Donazzan, 
is strongly focused on technological innovation, performance and 

customization to meet individual clients requirements.
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Sicme orange1 was born from the fusion of Sicme Motori and Magnetic.
Sicme Motori is an italian manufacturer of electric motors and generators for industrial 
applications,  founded in Turin – Italy, in 1967. Over the years, the company has developed 
new technologies, expanding its products range and its geographical coverage.
Magnetic Motors, founded in 1973 under the name O.C.E.M., manufactured small rotating 
electrical machines specifically designed to be used for variable speed application. 
The company headquarters have been in Montebello Vicentino since 1986.
Today Sicme-Orange1 designs and manufactures a wide range of variable speed electric 
motors suitable for many industrial applications

PRODUCTION PLANTS

LOCATION MOTORS PRODUCTION

MONTEBELLO VIC.NO - ITALY
36054 (VI)

Via del Lavoro 7

AC VECTORIAL MOTORS
DC MOTORS

BRUSHLESS MOTORS
TORQUE MOTORS

TORINO - ITALY
10156 (TO)

Strada del Francese 130

AC MOTORS
DC MOTORS

GENERATORS
SERVICE

RELUCTANCE MOTORS



INDUSTRY
FOCUS

STRENGHTS

APPLICATIONS

• Electric motors for Machine Manufacturers
• Customized products for OEMs and END 
   USERS
• More than 85% of our products are exported 
   by  direct and indirects sales
• Operating in more than 70 countries 
   worldwide
• Ever-expanding Sales and After Sales 
   wordwide network
• Service for Electric Motors

• MADE IN ITALY 
• RELIABILITY & DURABILITY
• CUSTOMER CARE
• SERVICE
• HIGH LEVEL OF CUSTOMIZATION
• WIDE RANGE OF MOTORS
• SHORT TIME OF DELIVERY
• APPLICATIONS KNOW-HOW
• COMMITTED TO THE SUCCESS 

OF OUR CUSTOMERS

• ALUMINIUM AND PAPER
• STEEL/ COPPER CABLE
• PLASTIC EXTRUDERS
• CRANES
• AMUSEMENT RIDES
• TEST BENCHES
• MARINE PROPULSION
• MOUNTAIN TECHNOLOGY
• MINING
• MACHINE TOOLS
• RAILWAY BUSINESS



Orange1 always commits to implementing the existing standards and strives to maintain high 
levels in service and quality.  To increase customer satisfaction, Orange1 has acquired the following 

certification in order to meet the requirements for each country:

STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS
The Group is certified ISO 9001:2015

Soul, Heart and Brain striving to create real value to our customers and to ourselves. Our motto 
is “We Are Passion” to win the most passionate challenge: anticipate customers’ needs. With 
its mission the company creates real value to the customers by considering their perspectives 
and meeting their expectations. Orange1 Holding defines itself as a “Manufacturer of Solutions”. 
How to ride through time? Orange1 moves with the time acting without hesitation in order to be 

constantly at the cutting edge of development in its sector.

#WEAREPASSION
We look to the future, to anticipate customers’ needs.

The design and development of new products is a crucial factor in such a changing industrial society 
considering the technological innovations and the competitors. Corporate strategies and choices 
are extensive technological research, desire to emerge and a high level of originality. Orange1 
products suit customers and market needs despite the high level of personalization. The launch 
of a new product is the conclusion of a thorough market analysis. By focusing on the flexibility 
and efficiency Orange1 Group responds to customers’ demands designing customized models for 

special applications. This has allowed a notable technological and production development.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
The R&D Department is a strategic advantage for the Group.

A TEAM OF 26 SPECIALIZED DESIGNER
High technical skill and competence centers for
mechanical and electromagnetic design.



Products Range

RA series – Direct Current 
square-framed motors
Power from 0.5 to 2500 kW
Frame Size from 80 to 800

C Series
Atex & IEC Flameproof DC Motors
Power from 0.5 to 18 kW
Frame Size from C7 to C23

SR Series
Synchronous Reluctance Motors
Power from 37 to 355 kW
Frame Size from 250 to 355

SM-ML series
Heavy Duty AISE Standard Motors
Frame Size from 802 to 820

MQ Asynchronous Vectorial
Servomotors
Power from 0.8 to 2000 kW
Frame Size from 80 to 500



Products Range

NGBe Permanent Magnet 
Brushless Servomotors
Torque from 2.2 Nm a 440 Nm
Size from 96 to 260

SQ series – Synchronous Permanent
Magnet square-framed motors
Power from 20 to 700 kW
Frame Size from 180 to 355

HTQ Series
Torque Motors
Torque from 7.3 Nm a 7150 Nm

Tachogenerators
and Centrifugal Relays
Tachogenerators: FR series with traditional coupling flange and the 
BR series with hollow shaft.
Three kinds of winding available:
20 V (11/2), 40 V (11/4) and 60 V (11/6) at 1000 RPM
Centrifugal relays: Tripping speed: 600 ÷ 6300 RPM



SICME ORANGE1 SPECIALIZATIONS

The application experience acquired in over 50 years 
enabled Sicme-Orange1 to develop products with 
specific characteristics to satisfy the demanding 
requirements in terms of quality and reliability of the 
steel and metal industries.

Sicme-Orange1 has developed the best solutions in 
collaboration with leading  international companies of 
lifting systems and can supply complete custom made 
solutions to automate applications efficiently. 
A complete range of electrical products and motors for 
lifting technology: slewing drive gearmotors for tower 
cranes and concrete pumps, winch gearmotors for 
lifting and driving mobile cranes, suspended working 
platforms and bridges, hoists.

Specialized in heavy industrial
applications

Production for industrial lifting

HYDRO 
GENERATORS 

CUSTOM MADE
SOLUTIONS

STEEL, WIRE &
LAMINATION

LIFTING CRANES
TECHNOLOGY

• Power: from 10 to 3000 kW about
• Frame size: from 180 to 710 mm about
• Type: for VFD use (connected to inverter) or for 

DOL use (parallel to the grid)
• Experience with the main certifying bodies: B.V., 

Lloyd’s Register, TUV, DNV, Rina, UL, etc.

Custom PMG Generators
for Hydro Applications

Complete generators or active parts into customer 
housing with tailor-made co-designed solutions to 
perfectly match application and customer requirements.
A state-of-the-art technology to reach the highest 
benefits, performances and efficiency levels.

Passion for customized solutions



Sicme-Orange1 quality and technical team, together with a dedicated 
internal department, offers a full service system service system which 
is able to satisfy any specific request into electric motor maintenance. 
Sicme-Orange1 Service can provide an innovative diagnostic tools for 
electrical testing and analysis to pinpoint immediately specific motor issues. 
For this purpose an equipped in-house testing room is available, in order to 
handle tests, inspections and issue detailled test report for each motor.

SICME-ORANGE1 SERVICE



ORANGE1 RACING - SPORT PROJECT

Orange1 & Lamborghini Squadra Corse: Partner since 2016

Orange1 & Simone Campedelli: A story of passion for rally racing

Passion, speed, enthusiasm, focused on results. With these assumptions, Orange1 Holding, led by Armando 
Donazzan, inaugurated the RACING division in 2016, where the motors become even more protagonists, where the 
entrepreneurial courage, the strenght of the President and the economic and commercial power of the Holding 
have even more voice. In 2018 and 2019 Orange1 Team GRT makes history becoming the first Lamborghini Team 
to win the prestigious 24h of Daytona, and the first team to win the race for two years in a row. In 2019 Orange1 has 
signed a three year agreement with FFF Racing Team, and thanks to a historic triple title in the debut year.
Currently Orange1 with FFF Racing Team is supporting Dani Pedrosa, former MotoGP champion in his first adventure 
in GT Racing, competing in Lamborghini Super Trofeo championship.

Andrea Caldarelli, Armando Donazzan, Dani Pedrosa & Simone Campedelli

2015 in Monza Circuit - our President Armando Donazzan and Simone Campedelli had a friendly day, speaking about 
their car passion. After this meeting Simone Campedelli won San Marino Rally, but he couldn’t continue because 
he was without a sponsor. Armando Donazzan decided to be the main sponsor for Simone Campedelli because he 
understood his passion, his talent. Armando’s really believe in young people because “they are our future” - he usually 
says. From this point started the friendship and sponsorship to Rally, embracing Simone Campedelli’s passion.
After many years and many victories and important goals achieved alongside colors of Orange1, Simone is now 
competing in the FIA European Rally Championship and in the Italian Gravel Rally Championship (C.I.R.A.), bringing 
our colors in the most beautiful italian and european locations for rally racing.



ORANGE1 HOLDING - SOCIAL PROJECTS

Orange1 Basket Bassano - The future of basketball is here

I Bambini Delle Fate - A partnership for the social inclusion

Our club has always been the point of reference for basketball in the entire Veneto region and Italy.  Orange1 Basket 
Bassano is a project and a training path born in 2004 for young people all over the world who have the tenacity and 
characteristics to become professionals through basketball. Thanks to it, their goal is to reach a first-level human and 
academic development. Our mission is to continue to grow and expand, offering a quality future to young people. 
This is why over the years the Club has opened up to people and players from all over Italy and around the world. 
Being part of the Orange1 Basket Bassano family means becoming citizens of the world. The multiculturalism, the 

attention to detail, and the cultivation of dreams, make our soil prolific for the growth of young athletes. 

I Bambini delle Fate is a social enterprise that since 2005 has been involved in providing financial support for social 
inclusion projects managed by local partners for the benefit of families with autism and other disabilities. Orange1 
Holding has been an active partner of the project for years, and has contributed to the realization of two major 
projects:
1) the project “Towards autonomy and adulthood” of the association “Against the exclusion” of Vicenza;
2) the project “Advanced diagnostics in childhood leukemia and psychological well-being of cancer children” of the 
Città della Speranza foundation of Padua.

PARTNER
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